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From:  GARY NORTHINGTON  

Date:  2/20/2021 8:40:20 PM  

To:  Rudy Davis  

 

Attachments:  
 

 

DEEP STATE COUP D'ETAT # 17; GREEN NEW MARXIST DEAL: 

 

A. TOTALLY ELECTRIC CARS DO POLLUTE: 

 

*** WITH totally electric vehicles run by BATTERIES, to CHARGE a battery FROM the 

POWER GRID: (a) converting the POWER GRID's 120-Volt ALTERNATING CURRENT 

(AC) TO DIRECT CURRENT (DC) power HAS a 15-PERCENT (15%) ENERGY LOSS 

through a power transformer that connects the AC Grid to the DC Battery Charger, caused by 

dielectric and hysteresis losses of the transformer; and (b) Driving a LITHIUM BATTERY 

powered vehicle puts LITHIUM COMPOUNDS into the environment which are more deadly 

and polluting than biodegradable fossil fuels. To wit, a 15% ENERGY LOSS and 

environmental pollution occurs WITH use of AC POWER GRID BASED electric motor 

VEHICLES. 

 

*** The MOST EFFICIENT CHARGING of a battery IS from a DC power SOURCE TO DC 

Battery CHARGER-Regulator. This WAY of powering a battery-driven electric vehicle is 

where: (a) a HYBRID vehicle has a small fossil fuel motor driving an ALTERNATOR with 

DIRECT CURRENT (DC) output that goes INTO a DC Battery CHARGER; and/or (b) a home 

PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM with DC output that goes INTO a DC Battery CHARGER. This 

DC to DC battery charging system has a power loss of about .5-percent (.5%). 

 

*** Therefore, an AC power GRID TO DC charging of an electric car battery causes at least a 

15-percent increase in environmental pollution (carbon + lithium) over DC to DC charging of 

batteries. 

 

 

B. DECENTRALIZED LOCAL SOLAR ELECTRIC GRIDS AVOID ROLLING 

BLACKOUTS: 

 

*** Common ROLLING POWER BLACKOUTS in California are caused by its Wide Area 

Grid (WAG) of GREEN ENERGY being DESIGNED BY IDEOLOGY RATHER THAN 

intelligent use of TECHNOLOGY. GREEN solar and wind ENERGY DEPEND ON an 

erroneous rule about CHANGING forces of NATURE that WIND exists WHEN there is NO 

SUN and vice-versa; sometimes neither exist. Wide-Area Grids (WAG) of solar electric 

systems are difficult to regulate because photovoltaic (SOLAR) ARRAYS put out POWER 

only DURING periods of SUNLIGHT which requires battery backup to store power for periods 

of no sunlight. For 24-7-365 operation, a WAG solar system would need MASSIVE 

BATTERY storage SYSTEMS, that are susceptible to explosion and fire, and could release 

large amounts of DAMAGING chemicals into the ENVIRONMENT. Because of this danger, 
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BATTERIES used in present WAGs are relatively SMALL, IN COMPARISON TO the WAG's 

massive SOLAR PANEL ARRAY, and have only 1 to 2 hours of power storage for periods of 

no sunlight. 

 

*** The most RELIABLE solar POWER IS based on INDIVIDUAL buildings/homes having 

their own photovoltaic panels and battery systems, maintained by each owner. INDIVIDUAL 

systems are easy to maintain and have SAFER BATTERY SYSTEMS that are RELATIVELY 

LARGE IN COMPARISON TO their own solar PANEL ARRAYS, but may store up to 7-days 

of power for the INDIVIDUAL and are each SMALLER BATTERY SYSTEMS THAN with 

WAGs. These individually-owned systems may be tied (by owner choice) to a Local Area Grid 

(LAG) where the owner sells his excess power back to the Grid. In this way, the individual 

owner may support the LAG, and the LAG may support the WAG or visa versa. 

 

*** Control systems for such interrelated power systems should be designed so each individual 

power system, LAG or WAG may disconnect from any other Grid or system when needed to 

prevent any one from overloading any other. An individual system should take priority over a 

LAG, and a LAG take priority over a WAG. This decentralized control is to prevent ROLLING 

BLACKOUTS (like in California) by isolating power outages to only the system or Grid that 

has problems, to force repair or redesign there rather than one poorly-functioning Grid affecting 

the entire system for months or years. 

 

 

C. 50-PERCENT TAX CREDIT FOR INDIVIDUAL SOLAR POWER CONSTRUCTION: 

 

*** During the BUSH #2 Administration, a 25-percent tax credit existed for individual solar 

electric and heat installations. This did not stimulate much growth of such solar installations so 

a 50 to 70 percent (50-70%) tax credit should be instituted to stimulate privately run solar 

electric and heat growth. This way of stimulating GREEN ENERGY CONSTRUCTION, 

efficiently run by individuals, eliminates MASSIVE GOVERNMENT BUREAUCRACIES 

THAT GET ONLY 5-CENTS use OUT OF EACH DOLLAR running such CONSTRUCTION. 

 

 

D. GREEN NEW DEAL IS A MARXIST CONTROL AGENDA: 

 

*** The Green New Deal and anti-fossil fuel agenda is one aspect of a CONTROL TACTIC 

based on "NEVER WASTE A CRISIS" (Rahm Emmanuel). Although GREEN IDEOLOGIES 

were nonexistent during writing of the MARXIST MANIFESTO, these AGENDAS are being 

molded to fit the IDEOLOGY. "CLIMATE CHANGE" and/or "GLOBAL WARMING" are an 

excuse for the "GREEN NEW DEAL" and ending use of fossil fuels as a MARXIST 

DICTATOR's control tactic intended to bankrupt, break and enslave We the People. 

 

 

E. GLOBAL WARMING FROM WHAT? 

 

*** In 1987, Mastadon skeletons were found in Ottawa Lake, MI where they died during the 

Nuclear Winter and Ice Age caused by the B.C. Yellowstone eruption. Ice Age Glaciers caused 
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The Great Lakes. Since then, there have always been periods of Global Warming caused by the 

Sun, normal environment and changes in the Earth's position. 

 

*** From time of the Garden of Eden and Middle East's lush forests (HOLY BIBLE, Genesis) 

to time of Jesus Christ when it was arid, oceans rose about 153-feet (4K years). At Jesus' time, 

the Garden was under 153-feet of water. Now, the Garden is under 170 feet of water (2K years). 

Now, Summers are cooler and Winters warmer because the Earth's once elliptical orbit is now 

circular and its poles are tilting/shifting (NOAA). 2 + 2 = ??? 

 

*** The GREEN AGENDA IS ONLY ABOUT MARXIST TOTALITARIANISM. 

 

---------- 

Dear Rudy: 

Thanks for help of $25 dated 10 FEB. 

China Joe is installing China Centrics & MARXISTS in key offices. PELOSI's HB1 in 

Congress allows illegals to vote. Joe is inviting illegals to come & 250K Chinese PLA are in 

Panama, ready to come & vote. God Bless! G 

 


